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Issues in assessing the impact of a drug on health outcomes

Multiplicity Health outcomes are high dimensional (endpoints,
timepoints, doses, subgroups)

Variability Effect estimates are noisy
Bias and Generalizability Real world evidence vs. RCT

vs. mechanistic evidence
Time Trends Life style changes, changes in standard of care

Weighting To obtain an overall assessment, the relative
importance of outcomes and trade-offs need to be
defined.

Pre-specification A-priori definition of all potentially affected
outcomes is difficult

Cost of Information Financial costs and burden for patients
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Some methods to summarize multiple outcomes

• Structured qualitative summary of relevant benefit and risk
information;

• Number Needed to Treat/Number Needed to Harm
(NNT/NNH)

• Statistical inference in a structured way (primary, secondary
endpoints), mainly focusing on efficacy

• Principle of Three/ Turbo Model
3 most frequent + 3 most serious AEs: describe seriousness,
incidence and duration (low/medium/high).

• Stated preference assessment of willingness to accept risks for
potential benefits (e.g., with Healthy Year Equivalents)

• Multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA); Stochastic
Multicriteria Acceptability Analysis (SMAA)

• Health outcomes modelling measured using QALYs.
Regulatory Benefit-Risk Assessment and Comparative Effectiveness Research Strangers, Bedfellows or
Strange Bedfellows? Louis P. Garrison Jr Pharmacoeconomics 2010; 28
http://protectbenefitrisk.eu/BRAT.html http://www.cirs-brat.org/
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Current Standard of Benefit Risk assessment

Reflection paper on benefit-risk assessment methods in the context
of the evaluation of marketing authorisation applications of
medicinal products for human use, EMA (2008)

Main recommendations:
• To use a structured and mainly qualitative approach.
• To be explicit about the importance of benefits and risks in
the specific therapeutic context.

• To describe sources of uncertainty and variability and their
impact on the benefit-risk assessment

• To explore further development in methodologies for
benefit-risk analysis, including a wide range of quantitative and
semi-quantitative tools
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Structure of the EMA Public Assessment Report

1 Background information on the procedure
2 Scientific discussion
3 Benefit-Risk Balance

Benefits

- Beneficial effects
- Uncertainty in the knowledge about the beneficial effects

Risks
- Unfavourable effects
- Uncertainty in the knowledge about the unfavourable effects

Benefit-risk balance
- Importance of favourable and unfavourable effects
- Discussion on the benefit-risk balance
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Example: Benefit-Risk Balance of Empagliflozin (Jardiance)
To control the blood glucose level in type 2 diabetes (EPAR EMA/CHMP/137741/2014)

Benefits
- Beneficial effects

• Short description of the design and result of the main clinical
studies (treatment and populations, but only total sample size
over all studies)

• Results:
E.g. “: Compared to placebo, empagliflozin as add on to metformin was associated
with a clinically relevant reduction in HbA1c of -0.57% (10 mg) and -0.64% (25
mg).”

• Report on secondary endpoints as body weight, blood pressure.

- Uncertainty in the knowledge about the beneficial effects
• Discussion to which extend the treatment effect is present in

the lower (10mg) dose
• Report on subgroup findings (especially in patients for which

metformin is inappropriate).
“Subgroup analyses of the pivotal trials demonstrate that the treatment effect of
empagliflozin on HbA1C in patients older than 75 years is only -0.21 and -0.33%.
However, in the subgroup of elderly patients >75 years and renal function 45-60
ml/min efficacy in terms of HbA1C was not acceptable (-0.37%).“
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Example: Benefit-Risk Balance of Empagliflozin (cont.)

Risks
- Unfavourable effects

• Descriptive statistics:

E.g., “The frequencies of patients with serious adverse events (in-
cluding fatal events) in the empagliflozin groups were lower than in
the placebo group (...) (SAF-3: placebo: 7.4%; empagliflozin 10
mg: 7.1%; empagliflozin 25 mg: 5.8%).”

• Adverse events of special interest :

On average, there was no increased risk of urinary tract infections.
However, in patients with a history of urinary tract infections, em-
pagliflozin was associated with a higher risk of urinary tract infections
(with history: ’all empa’: 26.9%, ’all comparators’: 24.2%; patients
without history: ’all empa’: 7.8%, ’all comparators’: 7.7%).

- Uncertainty in the knowledge about the unfavourable effects
• Discussion of numerous numerical imbalances in adverse

events (e.g., infections, hepatic adverse events) partly put in
context to animal studies, partly for subgroups (e.g. based on
renal function)
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Example: Benefit-Risk Balance of Jardiance (cont.)

Benefit-risk balance
- Importance of favourable and unfavourable effects

“ In patients with GFR 45-60 ml/min, efficacy was of borderline
significance and the risk of adverse events tended to be higher.”

- Discussion on the benefit-risk balance
(...) empagliflozin has the B/R profile of a SGLT-2 inhibitor, sev-
eral issues remain. These issues concern the use in patients with a
GFR<60 ml/min and the risk of serious liver injury. The issue with
renal function may be solved by restricting the use of empagliflozin
to patients with an eGFR of 60 mL/min/1.73m2 (...) inclusion of
hepatic injury as an important potential risk in the updated RMP is
warranted. In general, the benefit-risk balance of empagliflozin
in type 2 diabetes mellitus is acceptable but its use in patients
with moderate renal failure cannot be recommended.
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Some observations

• Benefits and risks are clearly named
• Variability of treatment effect estimates as well as adverse
event rates not explicitly addressed.

• Multiplicity issue of selection of different
endpoints/subgroups/doses not addressed (potential selection
bias).

• No justification on the assumptions underlying the discussions
on trade-offs (e.g., which risk is acceptable given a certain
benefit).

• post-hoc
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Multicriteria Decision Analysis

1 Establish the decision context.
2 Identify the options (treatments) to be appraised.
3 Identify objectives and criteria.
4 ’Scoring’. Assess the expected performance of each treatment

against the criteria. Then assess the value associated with the
consequences of each option for each criterion.

5 ’Weighting’. Assign weights for each of the criteria to reflect
their relative importance to the decision.

6 Combine the weights and scores for each treatment to derive
an overall value.

7 Sensitivity analysis.
Walker, Philips, Cone. Benefit-Risk Assessment Model for Medicines: Developing a Structured
Approach to Decision Making (2006)
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Example: Schizophrenia

1 Decision context
• Schizophrenia is a devastating, debilitating illness with higher

degrees of morbidity and mortality.
• Current drugs with several side effects combination of

extrapyramidal symptoms, tardive dyskinesia, QTc
prolongation, weight gain, hypercholesterolemia,
hypertriglyceridemia, hyperprolactinemia, and diabetes.

2 Identify the options to be appraised.
• Drug X, Drug Y, Placebo

3 Identify Objectives and Criteria
• Extrapyramidal Symptoms (EPS), QTc prolongation, Body

weight, Emergent AEs, PANNS negative symptoms, PANNS
total, Hypolipidemia, QoL, Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale
(BPRS), Relapse rate at 52 weeks.

Walker, Philips, Cone. Benefit-Risk Assessment Model for Medicines: Developing a Structured
Approach to Decision Making (2006)
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Example: Schizophrenia (Continued)

1 ’Scoring’.
• Define for each treatment and each criterion a score gj that

maps outcomes to a scale from 0 to 100.
• 0= least preferred outcome, 100=most preferred outcome

2 ’Weighting’.
• Define weights wj for all criteria, such that a change of xi

points in criterion i has the same relevance as a change of xk
for criterion k if wixi = wkxk .

3 Combine the weights and scores for each option and interpret
results ∑

wjgj

4 Sensitivity analysis
• Explore how changes in weihgting impact the result.
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MCDA Discussion

+ Explicit modeling trade offs between positive and negative
effects

+ Assigns quantitative values to compare different treatment
options on a common scale

– Specification of scores and weights is challenging
– Does not take uncertainty in the estimates (scores) and

weights into account
– A simple linear combination of scores may not reflect actual

preferences
– Assessment criteria are post hoc.
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Stochastic Multicriteria Acceptability Analysis
An extension of MCDA to incorporate uncertainties

• Instead of point estimates, outcomes are represented by
distributions (posteriors)

• Instead of fixed weights, the weights are modeled by a
distribution

• Averaging over the distributions compute expected utilities
and compute for each treatment i
Acceptability index The probability that treatment i is

considered as the best treatment
Central weight vector The average of the weight vectors

conditional on the event that treatment i is
considered the most favourable.

Confidence factor The probability that treatment i is the best,
if the weights are equal to treatment i ’s central
weight factor.

Tervonen, Figueira, A Survey on Stochastic Multicriteria Acceptability Analysis Methods (2008)
Tervonen et al. A stochastic multicriteria model for evidence-based decision making in drug benefit-risk
analysis (2011)
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Stochastic Multicriteria Acceptability Analysis - Discussion

Compared to MCDA
+ Models the uncertainty in effect estimates and weights
• Can be used for a Bayesian analysis and computation of
(expected) utilities

– Specification of weight distributions maybe even harder than
specification of weights
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How much Data do we need?
Designing Clinical Trials for Optimal Decision Making a Value of Information Approach

• Treatments A and B
• Outcome:

YA ∼ f (µA), YB ∼ f (µB)

• Prior distribution: π0(µA, µB).
• Two armed trial with sample size nA, nB .
• Total population N

• For the remaining N − nA − nB patients choose treatment
S ∈ {A,B} with larger expected posterior.

• Trade-off: For larger nA,NB the better treatment is chosen
more likely but more patients have already been randomized to
the inferior treatment.

U = nAE (µA)+nBE (µB)+(N−nA−nB)E {E (µA|XA) ∨ E (µB |XB)}

• Find nA, nB that maximize U.
Cheng et al., Choosing sample size for a clinical trial using decision analysis. Biometrika 2003
Stallard et al., Determination of the optimal sample size for a clinical trial accounting for the population
size. Biom J (2016).
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Example: Haemophilus influenzae type B in Navajo Children
Oucome: Number of infections (Poisson distributed)

Contour plot of prior expected gain for N = 108,000 for a range of n1 and n2
values assuming gamma (1, 200) (treatment) and gamma (5, 667) (placebo)
prior distributions. The optimum is at n1 = 3162 (vaccine) and n2 = 1585
(placebo).

Berry et al. (1994), Stallard et al. (2016)
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Some Comments

• Explicitly models the value of information and allows to derive
“optimal sizes”.

• Extensions to incorporate trial costs
• Extensions to optimize utility from different stakeholders’
perspective.

Ondra et al. Optimizing trial designs for targeted therapies. (2016)

• Still very simple models.
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Concluding Remarks

• Mathematical tools to model the decision problem are in
prinicple available.

• Specification of utility function prior distributions (e.g. based
on mechanisitic knowledge?) challenging.

• Because of their complexity not feasible to apply?
• To which extent is pre-specification feasible?
• Are the decisions by experts good approximations to the
optimal decision theoretic solution?
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